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n the rarefied world of advanced physicists, Time 

and Place are divisible entities. In the poop-on- 

yoOTHshoe squishy mulch where the rest of us live, 

jjj Time is Place and vice-versa. In just this way, 

[January 1, 1967, is the Grateful Dead playing in San 

H Francisco’s Panhandle of Golden Gate Park on a 

■ chilly, fog-braced day, scented with eucalyptus, 

! incense, and marijuana smoke. My adopted family, 

the Diggers, had thrown a party there at the 

request of the Hells Angels, who wanted to thank 

the neighborhood for raising bail money for Angels 

Chocolate George and Hairy Henry, arrested 

during a recent Digger street event. Per usual, the Dead were the 



soundtrack and spirit-fuel for the afternoon. 

Memory might have settled on any number of other Grateful 

Dead chrono-geo-whiz zones. April 9 of the same year for instance, 

the “Carte de Venue,” another Digger neighborhood blowout for 

friends and neighbors, where the Dead drove the crowd into ecstatic 

overdrive. Per usual, everything was free, even the electricity, because 

when no generator for the amps could be procured, extension cords 

were strung across Fell Street, a major traffic artery, into an obliging 

neighbor’s apartment. 

The Dead were everyone’s neighbors in those years. You rubbed 

elbows with them at Tracey’s donut shop waiting for the 3 a.m. 

glazed to emerge from the oven, glistening with the coveted sugar 

that bud, leaf, or powders had leached from your system. They might 

be browsing the velvet threads at Mnasidika, leafing through journals 

in the Psychedelic Shop, or horsing around on the stoop of their 

collective Ashbury Street house, yelling collegial insults at the 

Diggers in Paula McCoy’s yellow Victorian across the road. 

It was easy to hop the curb and ask the guys to play for such 

events. Why wouldn’t they? It was their neighborhood, their friends, 

their planet whose orbit was being celebrated at the equinox, 

solstice, and theme-less frolics celebrating our mutually constructed 

counter-culture. Like good neighbors, they would show up: mount 

the flat-bed or whatever ersatz stage was available, and lend their 

rangy, intricate music to amplify the energy of the moment. 

The Dead were then and have remained a family. Like any 
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family, they’ve had feuds, common rifts, tragedies, and cranky 

uncles (Bob Weir is still complaining that the band plays too loud). 

There were deaths. The keyboard chair 

was particularly unlucky, and then 

shockingly—Jerry Garcia, the band’s 

patriarch, died of bad habits. Despite 

the setbacks, temporary schisms, and 

inevitable surrenders to mortality, the 

Dead have forged on, remaining true to 

their improvisatory, psychedelic 

traditions. Seasoned, and pared down 

by life, they continue to initiate new 

generations and to bear along the 

legions of fans who have always 

recognized in their music and personal 

style an unwavering dedication to their 

transcendental (dare we say, 

“spiritual”?) roots. 

Like any family, the Dead have 

spawned progeny and traditions: the 

jam bands like Leftover Salmon and 

Phish, who honor them by emulating 

their tradition of “free” music; the Dark 

Star Orchestra, which copies entire 

shows, treating them like revered classical texts. Unfazed by piracy 
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and boodegs, the Dead continue to give their music away, cordoning 

off special taping sections at every concert so that afficionados can 

record in comfort. While the music industry is legally truncheoning 

schoolchildren for downloading, the Dead, knowing that Time and 

Place is unrepeatable, sow their music in wide, 

free arcs. Which observation brings us to the 

occasion and delight of the rerelease of Wake 

Of The Flood. 

Two different songwriting teams— 

Weir/Barlow and Garcia/Hunter emerge 

from memory as one shared, complex mind. I 

defy you to untangle the braid. The songs are 

as fresh as a newly pressed favorite shirt that 

still fits perfectly. The easy shuffle of 

“Mississippi Half-Step Uptown Toodeloo” is, 

on its surface, relaxed as a summer afternoon, 

but Jerry’s guitar solo has an edge that puts 

you on notice that something is etching the 

mirror of paradise. The harmonies on “Let 

Me Sing Your Blues Away” are as interwoven 

as a silk purse, expanding and contracting like breath. 

Over the years I had simply stopped remembering how good, 

how essentially musical this band has always been. The tracks here, 

some of their best, for my money, remind you that their mythology is 

founded on real substance. I hadn’t heard this “Stella Blue” in years, 
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and when I heard the name in the chorus, I got a lump in my throat. 

Jerry’s voice is as mournful as irredeemable loss. I can’t remember it 

sounding sweeter: “It all rolls into one and 

nothing comes for free ...” Having survived the 

same times by dumb luck and living long enough 

to have learned that lesson, Jerry’s reminder 

from beyond the grave puckered my flesh like an 

echo of the stone lid settling on a mausoleum. 

I had forgotten the lovely little intro to 

“Weather Report Suite” and how it lulls you into 

feeling you’re inhabiting a safe and predictable 

baroque landscape. Then, the whine of a slide 

guitar erases that illusion, and the piece evolves 

into a meditation on the ephemeral nature of 

life and love. “And like a desert spring, my lover 

comes and spreads her wings.” Pick your own 

favorite moments. They are legion. 

Opening the vaults and rereleasing these 

songs is as close as we get to stopping Time. Wake 

Of The Flood is a pristine example of free-mind 

raga-rock. This is how we scrape the crap off our 

shoes and push our blossoms up through the 

compost. The Dead remind us that “Her song is 

the latch on the morning’s door.” They invite us to reach for it. 

—Peter Coyote 



Notes on 
Recording* 

Wake 6 
Of The 
Flood 

fly on the wall during the recording of a 

Grateful Dead album was a fortunate fly, 

indeed. In August 1973 I was that fly. I was 

known by my handle “TA” then (shortened 

from Tom Anderson), and as staff 

engineer for Record Plant in Sausalito, 

California, I was given the opportunity to 

work on the project that resulted in the 

Grateful Dead Records release titled Wake 

Of The Flood. 

Any project with a client you’ve never 

met always has certain unknown elements. 

The reputation of the Grateful Dead preceded them as their “unknown 

factor,” which made me wonder, What will take place during the course of 

these sessions ? 

Because of the aforementioned “unknown factor,” outsiders 

aware of the album’s sessions, as well as some people on the Record 

Plant staff, were asking me questions like, “How is it in there? Is it 

going all right? How are they to work with?” They were curious 

because the Dead were so much a “family” and so self-contained, and 

this was their first venture onto new ground with a new label and a 

new studio. Again, the experience was nothing short of great, and 

the rumors of how it might be were tossed out as just that, rumors. 

Phil’s recording rig had some monster amplification . . . four 

Macintosh 2500s or something similar that was really BIG to power 

his “quad bass.” (Whatever they were, they took two people to move 

each one.) His Alembic bass had four pickups, which allowed the 

recording of each string separately . . . one string per track! In 

playback you could have one string coming out of each of the four 

speakers (the early days of “Quad”). Quite an effect! He had all of 

his gear set up in the isolation booth of studio “B,” and when the 

project was over we discovered that we had to go into the booth and 

tighten up all the light fixtures and anything else that could have 

come loose. There were all sorts of things rattling and clanking in 

the iso. The volume and frequencies generated by his bass had 

loosened up everything that wasn’t attached to the foundation! 

There was one title that we recorded, which I’m looking forward 

to hearing again, called “Pride Of Cucamonga” or “King Of...” or 



something like that. [“Pride Of Cucamonga,” one of the bonus tracks 

on Mars Hotel.} It was an acoustic guitar piece that Phil played. I was 

very surprised to see him pull out a big of Guild F-50 6-string to do that 

one. I didn’t know that he played anything but bass. A beautiful guitar, 

it was. He recorded it by himself and sang too, I believe. 

Speaking of which, Garcia had a new electric guitar custom-made 

for him by Alembic, and it was delivered to Record Plant before the 

sessions began. I am embarrassed to say that I had the audacity to take 

it out of its case and play it before he ever saw it. What was I thinking? I 

can’t believe I had the cheek to do something like that! But things were 

a little looser in those days, and I was part of the family by then, I guess. 

Stanley Owsley III (known as “The Bear” or just “Bear,” of course) 

was on hand for these sessions. He had just gotten out of jail . . . for 

LSD manufacturing, I think. So he was all over the place, getting back 

into the groove with “the Family.” What a fount of information and 

questions he was, and all of the time! As your faithful servant Record 

Plant engineer, I was anchored to the 3M “79” 24-track machine and a 

“nonmoving target.” The Bear bent my ear nonstop. He was sort of like 

a ball on the end of a paddleball toy . . . the string would go taut, and 

he’d come zipping right back to square one: ME. 

Bear was packing a Nagra IV-S (stereo) portable recorder at the 

time and picked a stereo feed off the aux sends of the API board’s 

“jukebox” monitor section. He also tapped off the stereo buss when we 

mixed. He would then make people listen to the quality of his tapes vs. 

the 3M “56” 2-track (which was the professional machine being used to 
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record the stereo masters) to the general annoyance of all, including 

and especially Garcia and Dan Healy. Bob Matthews and Betty Cantor 

were on the scene a lot too, to add to the “dimension” of the situation. 

Funny thing is that after all was said and done, I ended up quite liking 

Owsley. 

Vassar Clements hung out for a few days. I think he played fiddle 

on one or two titles. It was an odd juxtaposition of cultures at the 

time—country and San Francisco rock—but he was very cool. I guess 

he was pretty intense, too, because the stems of his ever-present pipes 

were all chewed up! 

Some of my best memories of these sessions are from the many 

times that something unexpected would happen, and Jerry would just 

look around at no one in particular and say, laughingly, “Too weird!” 

with that happy, impish chuckle . . . then just whimsically smile about 

the world. 

I have had some great times working on the projects I’ve done over 

the years. Being with the likes of Van Morrison, Paul McCartney, Sly, 

The Stones, America, and The Allman Brothers has afforded me an 

intimate look into the workings and makeup of some incredible talents. 

Recording this album with the Dead ranks with the best of them, and 

I’ll always have a warm spot in my heart for those people and those 

times. I’ll certainly never forget them. 

—Tom Anderson 

Evergreen, Colorado 

June 2004 



Wake Of The Flood 

L MISSISSIPPI HALF-STEP UPTOWN 
TOODELOO (5:42) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

2. LET ME SING YOUR BLUES AWAY (315) 

(Robert Hunter/Keith Godchaux) 

3. ROW JIMMY (711) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

4. STELLA BLUE (6 22) 
(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

5. HERE COMES SUNSHINE (4 37) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

6. EYES OF THE WORLD (516) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

7. WEATHER REPORT SUITE (12 42) 

PRELUDE 
(Bob Vj/dr) 

PARTI 
(Bob Weir/Eric Andersen) 

PART II (LET IT GROW) 
(John Barlow/Bob Wdr) 

Bonus Material 

8. EYES OF THE WORLD (Live) (17 02) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

Recorded live at NASSAU COLISEUM, 

Uniondale, NY (9/7/73) 

9. WEATHER REPORT SUITE 
(Studio Acoustic Demo) (12:36) 

PRELUDE 
(Bob Wdr) 

PARTI 
(Bob Wdr/Eric Andersen) 

PART II (LET IT GROW) 
(John Barlow/Bob Wdr) 

Recorded at RECORD PLANT, Sausalito, CA 

(8/4/73) 

10. CHINA DOLL (Studio Outtake) (4:02) 

(Robert Hunter/Jerry Garda) 

Recorded at RECORD PLANT, Sausalito, CA 

(8/8/73) 

This album was originally issued as Grateful Dead #GD-01 

(10/15/73). 

All selections © Ice Nine Publishing Company Inc. (ASGAP) 
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